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Top left: Recently married IU students Pei-Chun Che (left) and
Chyi-Wen Yang entertained nearly all new Taiwanese students in their
East University apartment during the 1980s.
Top right: Pei-Chun Che (center) and Chyi-Wen Yang (right) talk
with Shawn Reynolds, IU associate vice president for international
partnerships, during a visit with IU President Michael McRobbie
in Bloomington.
Bottom: Chyi-Wen Yang transformed his training in architecture to
expertise in stage design. Here is his set design for a production of
Aristophanes’s The Birds at the Taipei National University of the Arts
in 2001.
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completing her bachelor’s degree
in English and applied linguistics

Bottom: The Yang family on a visit to
IU in 2008 with Chyi-Yen Yang’s former
advisor Wesley Peters, associate
professor emeritus of theatre, drama,
and contemporary dance
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Top: Yuen-Suo Yang with IU Jacobs
School of Music Professor Howard
Klug after a performance in 2012
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